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        Weybridge 
        KT15 2SF 
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Strategy Analyst  
BBC Trust 
Room 211 
35 Marylebone High Street 
London W1U 4AA 
 
18 January 2008 
 
  
Dear Ms Orton 
 
BBC iPlayer  
 
As discussed at the meeting with you on 12 December 2007 we have formalised our 
complaint inviting the BBC Trust to investigate our allegations that actions by the BBC, 
whether consciously or unconsciously, amount to: 
  

• providing State Aid to Microsoft 
• engaging in conduct amounting to product placement 

  
The BBC has an intertwining and unhealthy relationship with Microsoft as evidenced by 
"Gates hails age of digital senses" (1) an uncritical hagiography of the figurehead of a 
convicted illegal monopolist.   The article allows Gates to claim as Microsoft's, technology 
which is the subject of widely conducted research, over a decade old, (2) and continues 
with a shopping list of Microsoft's marketing plans and proposals to attack its competitors. 
  
The BBC comments on new technologies "The best gadgets of CES 2008" (3) including 
those produced by ASUS at a price point that may help close the digital divide, such price 
achieved not least by running GNU/Linux (“Linux”) "Eee GOES WIMAX", ibid.  
  
However when we read about this new product we see that the BBC helpfully notes that "It 
runs the Linux operating system, but can also run Windows XP".  We note that whenever 
the BBC reports on Microsoft based products we do not see the reciprocally helpful "but 
can also run Linux".  Of course, while the BBC reports on this product and reassure us that 
it runs Microsoft software, other attendees suggest that it was not even on display (4).  
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BBC journalists need to think twice *every single time* they mention Microsoft, as to why 
they are not mentioning other systems as well. 
 
The BBC Director General sets his own benchmark regarding these actions in “a Question 
of Trust” (5): 
 

“Unlike [others] the problems we uncovered at the BBC involved no 

commercial gain. Typically the stakes were small and the prizes nominal. But 

the public told us they still thought they were very serious. ‘You’re the BBC,’ 

they told us, ‘you’re meant to be different.' ” 

 

The BBC Director of Future Media and Technology clearly knows that the key Microsoft 
technology identified by the BBC as a barrier to a platform neutral iPlayer doesn't meet its 
stated objective (6): 
 

“...[the colleague] replied that he downloaded programmes through BBC 

iPlayer, stripped the DRM (hence his anonymity!), re-encoded the file, burned 

it to DVD from his PC, then took it to his DVD player connected to his TV in the 

lounge...” 

 

The foregoing sets the context of the attached complaint.  We trust you will treat this 
complaint with the urgency it requires, and look forward to hearing from you. Gerry 
Gavigan, gerry.gavigan@opensourceconsortium.org, is our point of contact for this matter. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Mark Taylor 
President, Open Source Consortium 
       

(1) http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7174333.stm 
(2) http://alexandria.tue.nl/repository/freearticles/586979.pdf 
(3) http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7173582.stm 
(4) http://www.reghardware.co.uk/2008/01/08/ces_2_gen_eee_pc_no_show/ 
(5) http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/theeditors/2008/01/the_trouble_with_trust.html 
(5) http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/bbcinternet/2008/01/ip_to_tv_how.html 
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